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UNLOCK THE SWEET 
SPOT OF GROWTH



WE’RE MAKING PRIVATE  
EQUITY LESS PRIVATE
Fresh thinking in early-stage equity investments
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Until now, the best early-stage investments have been reserved for the likes of private 

equity, venture capital and angel networks. But at VentureFounders, we’re seeking to  

open up these types of opportunities to a wider audience of savvy investors.

By bringing individual investors together as one group, we allow them to stand  

shoulder-to-shoulder with the biggest players in the market. At the same time, we are 

significantly lowering the minimum level of investment. With us, it is possible to participate 

in early-stage investment from as little as £1,000.

We believe our offer is unique. We believe it’s also compelling. VentureFounders gives 

investors the chance to pick and choose from a selection of high-quality, thoroughly vetted 

investment opportunities – right at the sweet spot in the companies’ growth stories.

As an investor with VentureFounders, you can be confident that our interests are fully 

aligned with yours. What’s more, you may also be able to take advantage of the generous 

tax incentives the UK government provides to nurture and accelerate the next generation 

of innovative, entrepreneurial British businesses.

This brochure is an introduction to our team, our approach, and the kind of high-potential, 

tax-efficient opportunities you can look forward to as a member of our investor community. 

 

Join us by registering for free at VentureFounders.co.uk

James Codling 

Co-Founder and Managing Director
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THERE’S A SWEET SPOT  
IN EVERY GROWTH STORY
Invest in highly vetted businesses that are poised for growth

Timing is everything when investing in business growth. Invest too early and  

the risks can outweigh the potential rewards; leave it too late and you can miss 

out on great returns. At VentureFounders, we specialise in helping investors 

back high-potential businesses at what we believe is just the right point. 

We call it the sweet spot of growth. It’s the moment when the business has 

definitively proved its strength of concept. It has survived the challenges of the 

startup stage. Revenue is often being generated. There’s a robust business plan 

in place, plus a leadership team with the expertise to scale up successfully. 

Now they are looking for the capital injection that will accelerate their growth 

and ignite their potential.

For investors with an appetite for risk and reward, we believe this sweet spot is 

the ideal time to get involved – and to back the kind of disruptive and innovative 

ventures that could well become the big success stories of tomorrow.

How we work with other investors

By pooling the resources of our investor community, we’re able to stand 

shoulder-to-shoulder with the traditional big players in early-stage investing. 

Because our nominee share structure creates one manageable point of contact 

throughout the whole investment lifecycle, we’re welcomed as a partner on 

investment opportunities that would typically be closed to ordinary investors.  CAPITAL LOSS

£3,850

£

COMPANY FAILS
Your £10,000 is now worth £0

- £10,000 loss
+ £3,000 income tax relief
+  £3,150 loss relief on £7,000 
 net initial investment 
- £0 VentureFounders carry
 commission

= Capital loss of £3,850

EIS

EIS gives
you £3,000
income tax
relief from

HMRC

You invest
£10,000

NET PROFIT

£11,000

£

COMPANY DOUBLES IN VALUE
£10,000 investment now worth £20,000

+ £10,000 profit
+ £3,000 income tax relief
- £2,000 VentureFounders carry 
 commission

= Net profit of £11,000

NET PROFIT

£3,000

£

VALUE STAYS THE SAME
Company value stays the same. 

Your investment is still worth £10,000

+ £0 profit
+ £3,000 income tax relief
- £0 VentureFounders carry 
 commission

= Net profit of £3,000

EIS: THE SWEET SPOT  
MADE SWEETER
HMRC encourages investment in early-stage ventures  
with generous incentives to UK taxpayers 

The Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS), for example, currently offers 30% income tax relief, up to  

45% loss relief, total exemption from capital gains tax on investments held for at least three years,  

as well as inheritance tax relief. Please note: tax treatment is dependent on your individual circumstances 

and is subject to change. For more details, visit VentureFounders.co.uk/tax 
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What we look for in every funding deal

We believe our experience in early-stage investing gives us expert insight into the factors that  

drive long-term success. We only recommend businesses that excel against these key criteria:

IN A HIGH-RISK SECTOR,  
IT PAYS TO SET THE BAR HIGH
How we select the businesses for our portfolio

Our diligence, at your service

At VentureFounders, due diligence is core to what we do. Every business in our 

portfolio is thoroughly vetted before being recommended. As one of our registered 

investors, you will be able to access the relevant documentation on opportunities 

through our website. You will also be invited to investor events, where you can meet 

the entrepreneurs behind the ventures and ask any questions you might have. 

Thorough from start to finish

Our rigour doesn’t stop at the diligence phase. Once we decide to back 

a company, we back it all the way – throughout the investment journey. 

We’re there at every stage of the company’s growth, providing advice 

and support to the leadership team and monitoring performance  

against key milestones on behalf of our investors.

The right people

 We look for management teams with diverse and 

complementary skills, real business acumen, and the 

ability to translate strategy into effective operations.

We back innovative, disruptive businesses  

that demonstrate a high degree of differentiation  

and a defendable competitive advantage.

The right idea

 We invest at the sweet spot of growth: when the idea  

has moved past proof of concept, has earned market  

validation – and is now primed to scale.

The right time

We seek out opportunities that have the ability  

to deliver significant returns for our investors.  

The growth potential needs to excite us.

The right potential

Many of our opportunities have already attracted 

significant backing from institutional or angel 

investors. Our aim is to provide meaningful 

amounts of the total capital raised.

The right backing

Early-stage investing is an inherently high-risk activity. Many young businesses will fail in their  

first years. Surprisingly few will deliver the kind of returns that serious investors are looking for.

At VentureFounders, we’re laser-focused on identifying those rare few. We believe a meticulous 

approach to interrogating and qualifying each opportunity is the surest way to mitigate the risks  

and maximise the rewards.

Our diligence process is designed to filter out all but the prospects we consider to be the very best.  

For us, quality is far more important than quantity – which is why you’ll only ever find a select choice  

of curated opportunities on our website. 
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We supported the £2.1 million 

growth capital fundraise for the innovative  

provider of next-generation laboratory technology.

We supported the £3.1 million 
fundraise to fuel the expansion of the acclaimed  

Michelin-starred London restaurant.

FUNDING SUCCESS
Just some of the high-growth ventures we’ve backed so far.  
Get the full stories at VentureFounders.co.uk

We raised £425,000  

to drive the expansion of the innovative platform 

for employers and recruitment agencies.

We supported the £3.7 million 

fundraise to realise the ambitions of the global  

leader in programmatic technology for rich  

media marketing.
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It’s crucial to know the calibre and character of the people you are investing in. The same goes for the 

people you are investing with. This page gives you a flavour of the experience and expertise brought 

together in our core team, as well as across our wider advisor network. 

Although much of our business is managed online, personal contact is still very much at the heart  

of our approach. We run regular special investor events, so please come along to find out more  

about us. You’ll find full details at VentureFounders.co.uk/events

Our senior advisory panel
In addition to our core team of investment experts, we have appointed some of the UK’s most respected 

business leaders to provide guidance in evaluating our investment opportunities. They specialise in a 

spectrum of disciplines, from legal and marketing to technology and management. 

You can find more information on our senior advisory panel at VentureFounders.co.uk

Martin McCourt Chairman and Senior Advisor
Martin, who has helped build some of the world’s most recognisable brands, is also chairman of  

our board. Martin has spent over 35 years working at the heart of British-based manufacturing, 

design and marketing. In his 15 years as CEO of Dyson, Martin devised and implemented 

a strategy that transformed the company from a single product, single market producer 

into one where 80% of the business comes from over 60 markets around the world.  

Martin is currently chairman of CliniSys Group (CliniSys), D.O.R.C. (Dutch Ophthalmic 

Research Center) and Equatex. 

AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH  
FROM A SEASONED TEAM
Bringing new thinking to early-stage investing

Eva Weber Investment Director 

Prior to joining VentureFounders, Eva worked for  
the International Finance Corporation in Washington 

and Istanbul, covering both equity and debt transactions. 
Eva started her career in the leveraged finance team  

at Merrill Lynch in London and has also worked for the 
finance and corporate strategy teams at Mars. She holds  

an MBA from INSEAD.

Paul Moravek Co-Founder 

Paul has many years of investment banking, equity 
and debt investment, and business startup experience. 

His previous experience includes leading UK and 
multinational corporate financings at J.P.Morgan and 

Merrill Lynch. He holds several board positions and  
has successfully launched and backed numerous  

startup businesses.

James Codling Co-Founder 

James has significant private equity, investment 
banking and startup experience from his previous 

roles, which include positions at Montagu Private  
Equity and J.P. Morgan. At Montagu he held  

non-executive positions in a number  
of portfolio investments.

Jamie Beare Investment Director 

Jamie started his career with Dawnay Day  
and has also worked at Brandon Hill Capital,  

financing small and mid-cap companies. Before  
joining VentureFounders, Jamie was a partner  

at Ironbridge Capital Partners, where he advised  
and invested in growth businesses across  

a number of sectors. 

Meet our senior investment team

Justin Urquhart Stewart is a recognised  

expert in the investment market.

Indira Thambiah brings wide-ranging  

expertise in the retail industry.

Ryan Thomas is a specialist in  

the retail and e-commerce sectors.

Hugh Briggs has spent over 20 years  

financing and investing in businesses.

Graham Defries has built a successful  

legal career advising businesses in the  

growth stage.

Mark Wilson has been an influential  

figure in the UK digital industry for more  

than 20 years.

James Codling and Paul Moravek co-created VentureFounders to make angel and venture  

capital style investments more accessible, affordable and transparent. Since launching in 2014, 

VentureFounders has developed partnerships with leading UK VCs and angel networks, in order  

to give sophisticated investors the opportunity to co-invest in this asset class.
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A SMART APPROACH FOR 
SOPHISTICATED INVESTORS 
How your investment is structured and managed

Our commercial model

Our fee structure is fully transparent and designed to align the interests of 

all parties. As part of the fundraising, we charge companies a success-based 

fee for arranging the financing. An element of this encapsulates the costs of 

monitoring and managing the investment on behalf of investors, and the costs 

of administration over the life of the investment. Upon a successful monetisation 

event that delivers proceeds over and above your original gross investment 

amount (excluding the EIS tax benefit), we then deduct a carried interest 

payment equal to 20% of your profit.

Making a return on your investment

Equity investment exits rarely follow a pre-defined route or timetable.  

Each case will present different opportunities for monetising. Exits may  

be triggered by one of these events: 

• Flotation, where the business has sufficiently scaled  

to be listed on a public exchange.

• Trade sale, where all or part of the business is acquired  

by another player.

• Sale to a new financial backer, such as a venture capital  

or private equity firm.

Our nominee share structure

As an investor with VentureFounders, you’ll be part of a larger shareholder group 

that has a meaningful collective voice, as well as associated rights and protections. 

Our nominee investment vehicle allows us to manage the investment on your behalf, 

but gives you all the financial benefits of being a direct shareholder. It means there 

is very little administrative burden for you to deal with, while the businesses we back 

have fewer shareholders to manage on a day-to-day basis.  
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YOUR ONLINE  
INVESTMENT PLATFORM
We operate a simple and intuitive investment 
process through our online platform 

The website is designed to help you quickly review the opportunities currently 

available. Once you have made investments, you can monitor their ongoing 

performance by logging into your account, where you can also access the latest 

updates from the businesses you’ve backed.
01 – Register online
 

Once you confirm that you meet the Financial Conduct  

Authority’s criteria for equity investing, you’ll be given  

a login to the investor area of our website.

02 – Review the opportunities
 

As a registered member, you’ll have full access to all  

the information on our live investment opportunities.

03 – Invest
 

Pick the businesses you want to back and choose  

the level of investment from a minimum of £1,000.  

04 – Stay in control
 

Use our online platform to easily monitor  

and manage your investments. 

IT’S NEVER BEEN EASIER  
TO BACK GREAT BUSINESSES
How to invest with VentureFounders

Example’s Account
Your VentureFounders Registered Investor Account Profile

Total invested

Your documents

OPPORTUNITIES INVESTING RAISING FUNDS

REFERRAL BLOG FAQ EXAMPLES ACCOUNT LOGOUT

ABOUT

View Details >Invested on 06.Feb.15

584 SharesInvested

Diversification

Uninvested funds

Number of investments

PROFILE MY STATEMENT COMMUNICATIONS WITHDRAW FUNDS ADD FUNDS MY PORTFOLIO

REFERRAL SCHEME
VENTUREFOUNDERS

+ READ MORE

Receive a case of six
hand-selected wines from
Berry Bros. & Rudd. if your
referral results in an
investment.

*terms and conditions apply

Key

LabMinds £4,999.04

£2,500.00Connexin

(inc. £2,500.00 pending)

£2,500.96

Closed1 Pending1

Biotech Communications

Your Investment Portfolio OnInclude Pending Investments

OnInclude Pending Investments

OPPORTUNITIES

Example’s Account
Your VentureFounders Registered Investor Account Profile

Your Investment Portfolio

Portfolio Diversification

Investment by sector

Total invested

INVESTING RAISING FUNDS

REFERRAL BLOG FAQ EXAMPLES ACCOUNT LOGOUT

ABOUT

Univested Funds

(inc. £2,500 pending)

Number of Investments

Closed

View

View

LabMinds

Biotech

LabMinds

Connexin

Your investments Include pending investments

Invested on 06.Feb.15

£4,999.04 invested

584 Shares

Your investment is EIS elegible

Over Funding

Communications

Connexin

£6,000.00

£4,500.00

£3,000.00

£1,500.00

£00.00

£2,500.96

1 Pending1

£7,499.04

Key

OPTIONS

£4,999.04

£2,500.00

Key

(inc. £2,500 pending)

£7,499.04

Your Investment Portfolio

OnInclude Pending Investments

Portfolio Diversification

Total invested

Uninvested Funds

LabMinds

Connexin

OPTIONS
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For entrepreneurs and businesses: 
an alternative finance approach allowing you to tap into 

a community of savvy private investors.

The online platform is well designed and very easy to use. But it’s the quality 

of the opportunities that sets VentureFounders apart. The fact that I can invest 

alongside VCs has generated investment opportunities that would previously 

have been inaccessible to me as a private investor.

Peter Kay, investor

“ ”

Alternative finance is fast becoming a serious option for companies seeking  

early-stage growth capital. I think the VentureFounders approach gets it just right.  

It’s the innovation of crowdfunding, combined with the rigour you’d normally expect 

from venture capital and private equity houses.

Alex Hunn, founder of freemarketFX

“ ”

WHY VENTUREFOUNDERS?

“ ”
VentureFounders participated in the fundraise for LabMinds.  

They understood the issues, worked well with the team and investors – and 

helped raise the target amount in less time than we had planned.

Nick Randell, angel investor

For investors: 
access to tax-efficient early-stage opportunities, thoroughly 

vetted by a team of investment experts.

For investment partners: 
a new option for co-funding, bringing a community 

of private investors together as one single entity.

FIND OUT MORE AND REGISTER: VENTUREFOUNDERS.CO.UK

Investing in startups and early-stage businesses involves risks, including illiquidity (the inability to sell assets quickly or without substantial loss in value), lack of dividends,  

loss of investment and dilution, and it should be done only as part of a diversified portfolio. There is no secondary market available, meaning that these securities are illiquid.  

As a result, you may lose all of your capital. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Your capital is at risk if you invest. Read more at  

www.venturefounders.co.uk/riskVenture Founders Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 613003)
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